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Vault Services

Comprehensive Range of Veeva Vault services

Configuration: Tailor your Veeva Vault platform 
to meet your specific business needs with our 
custom or gold standard workflows and 
custom objects to match real-world 
expectations.

Testing: Gain confidence in your Vault 
solution's performance and compliance 
through rigorous system testing, user 
acceptance testing, thorough documentation, 
and validation expertise.

Training: Empower your team with custom 
training solutions built specifically for your 
unique processes, ensuring that your team 
receives targeted and impactful training 
experiences. 

Administration Services: Ensure seamless 
operation and ongoing maintenance of your 
Veeva Vault platform with our administration 
services from user management to system 
monitoring and troubleshooting.

Impact Assessments: Stay ahead of Veeva Vault 
releases and updates with our analysis. We 
identify potential impacts on your Vault 
configuration and provide recommendations 
to ensure a seamless transition.

As a trusted Veeva Services partner for 
Development Cloud, we provide 
comprehensive support to streamline your 
processes, ensure compliance, and maximize 
efficiency. Partner with us to unlock the full 
potential of your Veeva Vault platform and 
achieve your business objectives with 
confidence.

Certified Veeva Services Partner

Life Science SaaS Products and Consulting Services 

All-Inclusive Services For Your Veeva 
Vault Journey
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BridgeView Veeva Vault Services

Simplify your promotional review process and ensure compliance with regulatory requirements using 
our tailored solutions for PromoMats. Seamlessly publish documents to Veeva CRM for efficient and 
compliant teamwork.

Enhance collaboration and efficiency in medical communications with our specialized solutions for 
MedComms. Integrate with Veeva CRM to enable medical teams to disseminate accurate and 
compliant information to healthcare professionals.

PromoMats and MedComms

Chief Operations Officer

jcorbett@bridgeviewls.com   |   678.412.5237

To unlock the full potential of your Veeva Vault with 
BridgeView, contact:

James Corbett

Life Science SaaS Products and Consulting Services 

Streamline your quality document management processes with our QualityDocs workflows. From 
document creation and approval to version control and distribution, we ensure that your quality 
documentation meets regulatory standards and internal requirements, while improving efficiency.

Collaborating closely with Veeva, we customize modules for QMS and manage features, validation, and 
testing to ensure seamless and optimal functionality. From CAPA management to audit management, 
we provide the tools to maintain compliance and continuous improvement in your quality processes.

QualityDocs and QMS

As one of the first Veeva partners to implement Training Vault, our expertise allows us to customize 
curricula, courses, and classrooms to drive an efficient LMS that ensures compliance and supports 
advanced features such as SCORM e-Learning packages. 

Training (LMS)

Simplify regulatory submissions and manage regulatory information with our custom RIM support. 
Our expertise extends to supporting Submissions and Submissions Archive, enabling seamless 
submission planning, dossier management, and archiving processes. We help you streamline 
regulatory processes and maintain compliance with global regulations for a more efficient regulatory 
workflow.

RIM (Submissions and Submissions Archive)
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